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CASCADE BOOKS, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This book reconsiders ways in which the cross of Christ was construed
before atonement theories narrowed the categories. The typology of Passover is explored as
probably the very first way in which Christians came to understand the passion. The use of
sacrificial imagery is re-examined. The significance of identifying the cross with the Tree of Life is
traced across the centuries into medieval times, along with other surprising links with the Eden
narrative. The validity of seeking imaginative insights to grasp what the cross signifies is given
theological consideration in a chapter that moves into literary and liturgical reflections and is
punctuated with cruciform poems. The overall outcome is a quite paradoxical focus, not on death,
but on life. This is an outstandingly lucid and imaginative reflection on the meaning and
significance of the cross. Young ranges effortlessly from Scripture to the Fathers, from paintings to
poetry, from social anthropology to preaching, and using metaphor and images, draws a picture
that is more profound and more far-reaching than any of the constraining theories of the
atonement. At once masterful and moving....
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Reviews
An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of. Da n Windler MD
It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its been
written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right after i finished reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Celestino Spinka III
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